11 GAGE STAINLESS STEEL NAIL FOR WOOD ROOF DECK

BOOSTER TILE

CLAY BIRDSTOP

COMPRESSION SPIKE

AH160 POLYFOAM ADHESIVE TYP.

3" MIN. HEADLAP

CONCRETE ROOF DECK

AH160 (POLYFOAM) APPROVED UNDERLAYMENT FOR WOOD DECK

WOOD DECK OR CONCRETE ROOF DECK

2-PLY POLYURETHANE COATING

GUTTER (OPTIONAL)

14.5" - 14"

1.5" - 2"

11"

279.4mm

AH160 POLYFOAM ADHESIVE TYP.

AH160 (POLYFOAM) GUAM APPLICATION

MCA – 8" STRAIGHT – GUAM1

3" = 1' - 0"